Chamilo LMS - Bug #8151

Fatal Error: Sessions

19/03/2016 06:46 - AliaMori.com

Description

As regarding Sessions that are configured by duration (days) versus date:

On both unstable.chamilo.org as well as my own running system of 1.10.2 a fatal error occurs when attempting to provide additional access days for the user:

Session list | Session overview | edit session duration

Here is the fatal error:

Fatal error: Uncaught exception 'PDOException' with message 'SQLSTATE[42S22]: Column not found: 1054 Unknown column 'duration' in 'field list' in
/var/www/unstable.chamilo.org/www/vendor/doctrine/dbal/lib/Doctrine/DBAL/Driver/AbstractMySQLDriver.php on line 71
PDOException: SQLSTATE[42S22]: Column not found: 1054 Unknown column 'duration' in 'field list' in
PDOStatement->execute()
Doctrine\DBAL\Driver\PDOException: SQLSTATE[42S22]: Column not found: 1054 Unknown column 'duration' in 'field list' in
Doctrine\DBAL\Driver\PDOStatement->execute()
Doctrine\DBAL\Exception\InvalidFieldNameException: An exception occurred while executing 'UPDATE session_rel_user SET duration = :duration WHERE session_id = '1' AND user_id = '4' ' with params [5]: SQLSTATE[42S22]: Column not found: 1054 Unknown column 'duration' in 'field list' in

Associated revisions

Revision a95c8b84 - 21/03/2016 14:48 - Julio
add duration fix see #8151

Revision e0e55b70 - 21/03/2016 14:57 - Julio
Comment duration link edition see #8151

History
I tried in a fresh installation and I cannot see the error. 

I also tried in unstable.chamilo.org here:

https://unstable.chamilo.org/main/session/resume_session.php?id_session=2

It works well for me.

Hola Ingeniero,

De antemano, te pido disculpas si es que te estoy malgastando su tiempo!

VERY much appreciated your quick turn around on this. I tried again on unstable.chamilo.org and received the same error. I deactivated all browser plugins / extensions such as adblock, same error. Tried in both Firefox & Chamilo (latest versions): same error. I am confused why we can't replicate the same result. I attach here a pdf with quick snapshots of extending session length.

Saludos, Robert

Now I understand the error! I will check this :)

There's a change here: 

https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/e681d901bdcbb8c9dc79c7d56ce0ec196940eac1b

that deletes the field "duration" from the database.

I'm checking the duration field behaviour during creation/update of the db

You need to execute this in the database:

```
ALTER TABLE session_rel_user ADD duration INT DEFAULT NULL;
```

I also added a fix for 1.11.x

The link to that option was hidden in 1.10.x due to this DB error.

Super appreciated. Any way that this could be added as a fix for the upcoming 1.10.4 (versus 1.11.x)? Un gran saludo. R.
This has been fixed in 1.10.x (some of it before 1.10.6, some of it was just after that). A change in the admin/index.php script has been added to validate that the field exists, and otherwise create it. This will be removed in 1.11 as the migration process and the installer both check this field exists.
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